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Contributions
An execution platform
for coupling continuous and discrete models
in the domain of smart buildings

Goal
Providing a framework for effective virtual
testing of smart building applications

Smart Building Application Modeling

Goal

Goal

To describe physical environment properties

To describe smart building applications

Contribution

Contribution

Acumen: A domain-specific description
language for continuous systems

DiaSpec: A domain-specific design language
for Sense/Compute/Control systems
Entities
(actions)

Physical Environment Modeling

(* Building topology *)
building=((0),(0,2),(0,1,3),(0,2));
(* Temperature in each building room *)
T=(T0,T1,T2,T3);
[ ... ]
continuous
foreach room in building begin
T'[room] = 1/C[room] *
((sum n < length(building[room]) in
((T[building[room][n]]-T[room]) / R_th[room][n]))
+ Bh[room] * P[room] - Bc[room] * Q[room]
+ (sum p < length(occupants[room])
in H[occupants[room][p]]));
end
boundary conditions
T0 with T0(0) = 10;
[ ... ]
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[location]

[location]

HeatControl

OnOff

controller HeaterController {
context TemperatureRegulator;
action OnOff,HeatControl on Heater;
}

Heater
Controller

Context

Regulation
[location]

context TemperatureRegulator as Regulation
indexed by location as Location {
source temperature from TemperatureSensor;
}

Temperature
Regulator

device TemperatureSensor {
attribute location as Location;
source temperature as Float;
}

Float

Entities
(sources)

Heat transfer
in Acumen

Heater

Controllers

Heat transfer in
a thermodynamics book

Heater

device Heater {
attribute location as Location;
action HeatControl { heat(); cool(); };
action OnOff { on(); off(); };
}

temperature

Temperature
Sensor
[location]
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Legend
Taxonomy

Architecture

physical characteristics, HVAC systems interact with numerous active devices.
It retrieves information from sensors such as temperature, humidity and carbon
dioxide sensors. It also controls heaters, humidifiers and ventilators to provide
comfort and acceptable indoor air quality to occupants. Developing an HVAC
system that regulates these multiple physical characteristics is complex. Virtual
testing is useful for testing such system.

Simulation Execution

Goal
To execute complete models

Implementation and virtual testing
of a smart building application

Discrete Active System

5.2 Global vs. Local Temperature Management
Multiple Regulating and Standards organizations define comfortable ranges of
Emulation
Layer
temperature depending on the indoor humidityEmulation
and Layer
the outside
temperature.
For Generated programming support from the
Contribution
instance, ASHRAE defines the comfortable humidity
ranges in smart building application description
Heater and temperature
Heater
[location]
[location]
its “Thermal Environmental Conditions for Human
Occupancy”
standard. We
HeatControl
OnOff
Physical environment and active system models
Conformance between description and implementation
use these values for evaluating our HVAC control algorithms.
mapped into executable simulation codes Originally, to keep the temperature in the comfort zone, HVAC systems had
Virtual testing without any modification in the
a single thermostat and regulated
the
temperature
everywhere
using
this
single
writes
smart building application implementation
thermostat.
We
call
this
strategy
global
temperature
management.
Global
temHeater
Physical Environment
Controller
perature management is obviously not optimal, because
the temperature can be
diﬀerent in each room. To
finer grained, and more eﬃcient regulation,
Bc achieve
Bh
Smart building simulation
EnergyStar recommands managing the temperature locally [18]. In this case,
the building is divided in areas, each area with its own thermostat. We call this
Active device simulation with DiaSim
strategy local temperature management.
To illustrateTemperature
virtual testing, we set up public class TemperatureRegulator
T
extends AbstractTemperatureRegulator {
an experiment to evaluate the eﬀect of applying thisRegulator
recommandation to the
Graphical configuration of the active devices
...
HVAC system of a 3-room house. We then observe the comfort and the energy
@Override
use diﬀerences between thesereads
two temperature management policies.
Graphical rendering of the tested active system
5.3 HVAC System Evaluation
temperature
Temperature
Both global and local regulations use the same regulation
logic. The only diﬀerSensor
Physical environment simulation with Acumen
ence is the scope of this regulation. We name Tc−min and
Tc−max , respectively
[location]
Emulation Layer
Discretizes in time the continuous physical propertiesthe lowest comfortable temperature and the highest comfortable temperature.
Our regulator needs to keep the temperature in a range [Tmin , Tmax ]. If the temProvides physical property values to simulated
perature is below Tmin , the HVAC system ventilates hot air. If the temperature
is above Tmax , the hot air stops being ventilated. Obviously, the logic of our regactive devices
Legend
ulator
is
very
simple and could be refined. However, it is enough for illustrating
Updates its state with respect to the actions of simulated
}
the variations weSimulated
apply forsystem
testing this regulator.
Real
system
under
test
active devices
In this virtual experiment, we use the temperature model presented in Section 2. In this model, our virtually tested HVAC system has a heating power
of 1500 Watts and a cooling power of 600 Watts. The calculated thermal resistance coeﬃcients depend on the windows, doors and walls that compose these
boundaries.
Logging of the active system execution

public void onNewTemperature(Float value,
Location location) {
if (value < COMFORT_ZONE_MIN) {
Regulation regulation = Regulation.HEAT;
publish(regulation);
} else if (value > COMFORT_ZONE_MAX) {
Regulation regulation = Regulation.COOL;
publish(regulation);
}
}

HVAC Virtual Testing

Evaluation of smart building systems

Time of use (%)

Time of use (%)

Time of use (%)
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Time of use (%)

Algorithmic Variation. In this section, we test several algorithms for our
Structural Variations
Algorithmic
Variations
temperature regulator and choose the most eﬃcient one with respect to its energy
Algorithmic variations
Virtual Testing for Smart Buildings
use. Tmin and Tmax are defined in Equation 4.
Variations in the active controller algorithm
Comparison of two temperature regulation configurations
Temperature regulation algorithm
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